
JOIN OUR TEAM!
MEMBER AND DONOR LIAISON

Members and donors are the heart of the Action Alliance.  
Our work is both inspired by and supported by this group of 
awesome individuals and organizations. The Action Alliance is 
looking for someone who values connection and gratitude to help 
us expand the ways we implement those core values as we engage 
with members and donors.  

This is a part-time position, up to 30 hours/week.  
Hourly rate will be $18-22/hour based on experience. 

We’re looking for: The ideal candidate will be a creative 
individual who has excellent writing skills, loves social media, 
and is comfortable with databases. The job requires the ability to 
multi-task, to manage multiple projects, and to meet deadlines.  
We’d prefer someone who can remain relatively calm while doing 
all of that!! A commitment to the mission of the Action Alliance is 
required—familiarity with our work through a current membership 
or related work in the field is a big plus.

The Action Alliance is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
People of color, women, LGBTQ candidates, and people of diverse 
backgrounds are strongly encouraged to apply. We are committed 
to a diverse workplace and to supporting our staff with ongoing 
career development opportunities. 

To apply: Send a compelling cover letter along with a brief 
resume—and consider showing off your creativity!-- to Linda Win-
ston at lwinston@vsdvalliance.org by April 28th if you would like to 
be considered for this opportunity.

Our Mission
The Virginia Sexual and Domestic Violence Action Alliance (Action Alliance), a di-
verse group of individuals and organizations, believes that ALL people have the right 
to a life free of sexual and domestic violence. We will use our diverse and collective 
voice to create a Virginia free from sexual and domestic violence—inspiring others to 
join and support values of equality, respect and shared power.

We recognize that sexual and domestic violence are linked to other forms of oppres-
sion, which disproportionately affect women, children, and marginalized people. 
Understanding the great harm racism has created for individuals, families and our 
communities in Virginia, we commit to building within the coalition an anti-racist 
framework from which to address sexual and domestic violence.

CALLING ALL EXPERT MULTI-TASKERS, GRATITUDE SPECIALISTS, 
AND SOCIAL MEDIA MAVENS! 

Virginia’s leading voice on sexual & intimate partner violence.

Virginia Sexual & Domestic Violence Action Alliance
www.vsdvalliance.org | 804.377.0335 | @VActionAlliance


